Thank you for your download! I hope the activity provided within is a great new resource for
your classroom.
This file and all of its contents are for your own personal or classroom use only. In
downloading this file, you agree not to copy, alter, reproduce, distribute, create derivative
works, or publicly display any of its contents, except for your own personal or classroom use.
No part of this file may be use for any commercial purposes.
You may not host this file on your own website. It is not to be transmitted or stored in any
form on any other website or electronic retrieval system.
You may share my file with others by directly linking to my blog:
http://www.primarythemepark.com/2015/05/time-activities-for-first-grade/
You may also include pictures of students using this product in a blog post if proper credit is
given. You may do this by providing a link to my blog as well.
If you have any questions, please email me at primarythemepark@gmail.com.
Thanks, again!
Stephanie Trapp

To keep in touch and get notifications of sales, giveaways, and new products,
follow me by clicking on the links below:

Graphics credits to Educlips and From the Pond

Materials:
Construction paper or heavy cardstock
Clock hat templates
small metal brads
scissors
stick glue
crayons, markers, or colored pencils
clear tape (optional)
Directions:
1. Print out the clock hat templates onto construction paper or heavy cardstock. I just cut some
construction paper to 8.5 x 11 size and ran it through my printer.
2. Cut out and assemble the hat by gluing or taping the ends together to make a circular
hat. You might want to put the hat around your student's head first to get an idea of what
size it should be. I’ve included some extra bands in case you need to make the hat larger.
3. Cut out and assemble the clock face and hands, securing them on the hat with a small metal
brad. I made the clock hands out of construction paper, too.
4. Have your student fill in the digital time on the small rectangular clocks to match the time
written in words.
5. Student colors the small rectangular clocks, cut them out, and glue them around the band of
the hat in order. We started at one o’clock and ended at 12 o’clock.
A fun way to use this hat to assess student learning is to ask them to show you certain times on
their hat. For example, you might ask them to show you a specific time (2 o'clock or half past
three). Students could take off their hats so they could see the clock and move the hands, and
then put it back on when they've got the correct time. You might also ask them to show you
what time they get up in the morning or what time they eat dinner. It's an easy and fun way to
get them using a clock to show and read time. If you're in a classroom or small group setting,
these hats could be really handy because you could easily glance around the room, see the
times on their hats, and know if the child has answered correctly.
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If you’re looking for more time activities for Kindergarten and
First Grade, be sure to check out these resources!
It includes:
• Time to the Hour and Half Hour three-piece puzzles
• Write-the-Room Time to the Hour and Half Hour activities
• “A Carton of Clocks” egg carton game
• “Roll Around the Clock” time to the hour game
• “Half Past Spin Off” time to the half hour game
Click
here!

• “A Peek at my Day”
writing booklet (2 options)
• “Peep’s Perfect Day”
interactive emergent
reader about time to the
hour with writing two
extensions
Click
here!
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